Abstract-We present an algorithm to synthesize locallyoptimal feedback controllers that take into account additive process and measurement noise for nonlinear stochastic optimal control problems. The algorithm is based on an exponential performance criteria which allows to optimize not only the expected value of the cost, but also a linear combination of its higher order moments; thereby, the cost of uncertainty can be taken into account for synthesis of robust or risk-sensitive policies. The method constructs an affine feedback control law, whose gains explicitly depend upon the covariance of the estimation errors and process noise. Despite the fact that controller and observer are designed separately, the measurement noise variance enters the optimal control, therefore generating feedback laws that do not rely on the Certainty Equivalence Principle. The capabilities of the approach are illustrated in simulation on a two degree of freedom (DOF) manipulator, first in a waypoint task and then in a task where the manipulator goes in contact with its environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a not too distant future, personal robots will be a common part of our daily lives, with a broad range of applications going from industrial and service applications to common household scenarios [6] . This can only happen, if they are able to safely operate among humans by being able to optimally adapt to uncertainty in a dynamic environment. This is a key ingredient for the future of autonomous robots. In this contribution, we address this aspect by studying the effect of measurement uncertainty in stochastic optimal control problems.
Optimal control theory provides the appropriate framework for tackling the challenge, and in particular, techniques based on applying Bellman's Principle of Optimality around nominal trajectories are of significant importance. They blend advantages of local and global methods. On the one hand, they maintain only a single nominal trajectory as a local method; but on the other, they improve it iteratively based on dynamic programming along a tube or neighborhood of the nominal trajectory, what allows them to overcome to some extent the curse of dimensionality and result in computationally efficient algorithms. They approximate the solution of the nonlinear optimal control problem by iteratively solving a first or second order Taylor approximation of the nonlinear problem. Relevant algorithms based on this principle can be found in [5] , [7] .
The simplifications introduced by the Taylor approximation, that allow to find solutions to the nonlinear stochastic optimal control problem, also impose limitations, namely, they consider only the first moment of the objective function (expected value of a quadratic form), and systems under purely additive noise (Brownian motions with time-dependent diffusion coefficients). As a result, the optimal control law for the stochastic and deterministic (ignoring noise statistics) optimal control problems are the same. While it is reasonable for systems with small disturbances; intuitively, one would not expect the same to be true for systems with large noise intensity, where a control strategy capable of reasoning about noise statistics and cost of uncertainty would be more appropriate.
There exist different ways to address this issue, for example by invalidating the assumptions of the Certainty Equivalence Principle. Ways to achieve this are for instance by considering a nonlinear state equation (as the second derivative of the value function with respect to the state, that enters the diffusion cost of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation, would no longer be constant), multiplicative noise in the system parameters or by using a non-quadratic objective function (same reason as for a nonlinear state eq.). Care should be taken at preserving the computational efficiency. One of the alternatives, the problem of considering multiplicative process noise has been studied in [13] , and extended to multiplicative measurement noise in [4] and [12] . These methods construct an affine control law dependent on noise statistics and successfully apply it to control a two-DOF model of a biomechanical human arm. Another appealing alternative is to be able to capture not only noise effects on the mean of the performance index, but also able to consider higher order statistics of the performance criteria by using non-quadratic costs.
Jacobson introduced [2] a risk-sensitive Linear-ExponentialGaussian (LEG) algorithm, an approach to include the higher order statistics by using as cost the expectation of the exponential transformation of a performance index. He showed for a linear system with additive process noise, that the synthesized feedback control law depends explicitly on the noise statistics. For small noise intensity, the LEG control law is similar to the Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) controller, but for large noise intensity, they greatly differ. Farshidian and Buchli [1] extended this work for continuous-time stochastic nonlinear optimal control problems. They derived an iterative algorithm, iLEG, for local optimal control and illustrated the effect of considering higher order statistics of the cost in a continuous-cliff problem, where both risk seeking and risk averse control laws can be synthesized.
The extension of the above results to the case where measurement noise is present in the system, is not straightforward. It has been shown [8] , that for partially observable systems, because of the multiplicative nature of the exponential cost function, the control law is not anymore a linear functional of the current state, but a functional of the whole smoothed history of states. The proposed solution is the use of an enlarged state, that grows every timestep to comprise the entire history of states seen so far (use of full-information [9] ). Because of this increasingly growing computational complexity, only two special cases (where simplifications in the control law occur) are of interest: when the objective function is a functional only of the final state, and when there is no process noise.
In this paper, we approach the problem from a different perspective in order to reduce these limitations. We will use the idea of sequentially approximating the nonlinear problem by a Taylor expansion and designing risk-sensitive control laws using the exponential transformation of the performance criteria, as recently done in [1] . However, instead of using an enlarged state vector (growing vector composed of the entire history of states), we use an enlarged dynamical system composed of the dynamics of the control and estimation problems [14] , [3] , where the number of states only doubles. In this way, the optimal control law (functional of the state estimate) will be sensitive to both process and measurement noise. From an information perspective, this means that we restrict the amount of information for constructing the optimal control to only statistics that can be captured in the state estimate (we no longer use full-information (entire state sequence)). By doing this, we gain increased flexibility at designing the objective function and are able to capture simultaneously process noise and measurement uncertainty effects on the cost.
The remaining question is Why does it matter to consider measurement noise effects in the cost and control? First of all, properly addressing robustness issues due to process, measurement and model parameters noise is an important issue in robotics [6] . More concretely, one can imagine to be performing a reaching motion: in the presence of additive process noise, the motion requires the use of feedback gains proportional to the noise to maintain the performance measured by a cost function (the higher the noise, the higher the gains). In addition, it is natural to trade-off control-effort and cost by allowing some variance in the cost (as it is addressed in [1] ). Now, consider the same experiment under measurement noise: you would like to grasp an object using no vision information, or you try to reach a wall to orient yourself in a dark corridor. In these conditions, one behaves more compliant to carefully reach the object (the higher the noise, the lower the gains). This suggests that dynamic interactions of a robot with its environment (a fundamental problem in robotics) could be stated as a problem with measurement uncertainty (location of the contact). Of course, the ability to trade-off performance and control-effort remains important also in this case.
In the following, we first present background material and problem statement. Then we derive the continuous and discrete time algorithms and discuss implementation details. Finally, we illustrate the performance of the controllers in two simple robotics tasks: a way-point and a contact interaction task.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we recall two important results elaborated in [1] , [2] , [8] , and useful for this work: the meaning of the cost's exponential transformation and the form of the HJB eq. under the exponential transformation. Consider the following stochastic nonlinear optimal control problem where the system dynamics are defined by the stochastic differential eq. (SDE)
Let x ∈ R n , u ∈ R m denote the system states and inputs, f (x, u) andg(x, u) are nonlinear functions representing drift and diffusion coefficients, the Brownian motion dω has zeromean and covariance Σdt. The objective function is an exponential transformation of the performance criteria J (π)
J (π) is a random variable functional of the policy u = π(x). σ ∈ R is the risk-sensitive parameter, E is the expectation over J (π). J is therefore the risk-sensitive cost and corresponds to the moment generating function, an alternative specification of the probability distribution of the random variable.
A. Meaning of the Exponential Transformation of the Cost
It has been shown [1] that the cumulant generating function (logarithmic transformation of the moment generating function) of the risk-sensitive cost can be rewritten as a linear combination of the moments of the performance criteria
µ 2 , µ 3 denote the second (variance) and third (skewness) moments of J . The linear combination depends on the value of the risk-sensitive parameter σ. When σ is zero, the objective function reduces to the mean of the performance criteria J .
For positive values, all higher order moments have positive coefficients and play the role of a penalty in the cost. This means for example, that there will be a compromise between increasing control effort and narrowing confidence intervals.
For negatives values of σ, even moments have negative coefficients and act as a reward. In this case, control effort is reduced by increasing reward (even moments). This can be thought of as playing with the exploration-exploitation tradeoff. Higher exploration is achieved, by having lower controleffort. Another interpretation is that strong control effort is avoided in the presence of poor information (high variance).
B. HJB equation under Exponential Transformation
The second important result, that we would like to recall from [1] is with regard to the form of the HJB eq. under the exponential transformation. Let the performance criteria J be
where
is the rate at which cost increases, composed of a state cost Φ(x t , t), which can be nonlinear, and a quadratic control cost. Φ f (x t f ) is the cost at final time.
Under the given dynamics Eq. (1) and cost Eq. (2), the HJB eq. under the exponential transformation takes the form [1] 
where the value function Ψ is a function of both x and t. The first line is the usual HJB eq. for a stochastic dynamical system with cost rate L due to the current state and control, the free drift and control benefit costs, and the diffusion cost. The interesting part is the second line term which captures noise effects on statistical properties of the cost (higher moments). When σ is zero, the problem reduces to the minimization of the expected value of the performance criteria E[J ].
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION This section introduces the stochastic optimal control problem with measurement noise. Consider the nonlinear dynamical system and measurement model described by the SDEs
where x ∈ R n , u ∈ R m and y ∈ R p are the system states, control and measured outputs respectively. The Brownian motions dω and dγ are zero-mean with covariance Ωdt, Γdt respectively. f (x, u) and h(x, u) are the drift coefficients representing the deterministic components of the dynamics and measurement model.F(x, u) andH(x, u) are the diffusion coefficients that encode the stochasticity of the problem.
The cost is given in Eqs. (2), (4) and (5). Our goal is to find a risk-sensitive optimal feedback control law π * that minimizes the cost for this stochastic system J π (x 0 , t 0 ), in the presence of additive process noise and measurement uncertainty. Note that the globally optimal control law π * (x, t) does not depend on an initial state. However, finding it is in general intractable. Instead, we are interested in a locally-optimal feedback control law that approximates the globally optimal solution in the vicinity of a nominal trajectory x n (t). Since this nominal trajectory depends on the initial state of the system, so does the optimal feedback control law.
IV. ALGORITHM DERIVATION
We now derive the continuous and discrete time formulations of the risk-sensitive algorithm. The main idea is to extend the dynamics (7), with the dynamics of an estimator of the state. The optimal feedback control law π becomes a functional of the state estimate and can be iteratively improved, by means of forward and backward passes.
A. Continuous time
At each iteration, the algorithm begins with a nominal control sequence u n (t) and the corresponding zero-noise trajectory x n (t), obtained by applying the control sequence to the dynamicsẋ = f (x, u) with initial state x(0) = x 0 .
Next, we form a linear approximation of the dynamics and a quadratic approximation of the cost along the nominal trajectories x n (t) and u n (t), in terms of state and control
The dynamics and measurement model can then be rewritten as
where the matrices A t , B t , C t , D t , E t , F t are given by (evaluated along the nominal trajectories x n (t), u n (t))
In the same way, the quadratic approximation of the performance index J along the nominal trajectories is given by:
We now extend the system dynamics with the dynamics of an estimator using an Extended Kalman filter (EKF)
More compactly, the control-estimation dynamics of the enlarged system can be written as:
where δx t is the estimate of δx t , and δx t represents the vector [δx t , δx t ] T . Eq. (14) is almost a linear time-varying (LTV) system (in δx t , δu t , dω t and dγ t ), except for the estimation gains K t . If we could fixed them, the problem would reduce to a standard LTV. The Principle of Separation of Estimation and Control allows us to do exactly this. We can use a forward pass to pre-compute optimal estimation gains K t along the nominal trajectory with an EKF, and then a backward pass is used to compute the control law. This eases the design of a locally optimal estimator and controller, while still being able to consider the effects of process and measurement uncertainty.
1) Estimator design:
We present for completeness the procedure for computing the optimal estimation gains K t using a standard EKF in continuous time. Note that other estimators could be used as long as we can extract a sequence of estimation gains. The main idea is to find the gain K t that minimizes the expected outer product of the error dynamics between state and state-estimate dynamics. Error dynamics are
To compute the optimal gains, we minimize Eq. (16) with respect to the gains, by taking the first differential with respect to K t and setting it to zero (Eq. (17)). This results in an optimal estimation gain K t given by Eq. (18).
The locally-optimal estimation gains K t computed through a forward pass are then fixed during the backward pass. In this way, the estimation-control system Eq. (14), is in the form of Eq. (1) and is linear in δx t and δu t , which allows us to make use of the HJB Eq. (6) to compute the control law π.
2) Controller design:
In this subsection, we show how to compute the optimal feedback control law using a backward pass. The locally-optimal control law will be affine, of the form δu t = l t + L t δx t . The HJB eq. of the system is given by Eq. (6), using the cost Eqs. (11)- (12) (remember that we use the HJB eq. under the exponential transformation; therefore, the cost need not to be exponentiated), the dynamics Eq. (14) and the quadratic Ansatz for the value function Ψ(δx t , t)
where the partial derivatives of the Ansatz Ψ are given by
Under the assumed linear dynamics and quadratic cost and value function, we can rewrite the HJB eq. in the following way. The left-hand side (LHS) corresponds to the time derivative of the value function and is given by
and the right-hand side (RHS) is the following minimization
In order to perform the minimization, we analyze the control dependent terms in the above expression, which are given by
The above expression is quadratic in δu t and is easy to minimize. However, the minimum is a functional not only of δx t , but also of δx t , as we expected [8] , [9] . At this point, we use the assumption that we do not have access to full state information, only a statistical description of it, given by the state estimate. Therefore, in order to perform the minimization, we take an expectation of V δut over δx t conditioned on δx t
This means that the cost of uncertainty due to measurement noise, considers only the effects of mean and variance of the measurement (captured by the EKF) when evaluating noise effects on the statistical properties of the performance criteria. Consequently, the computed risk-sensitive control law, considers only as cost of uncertainty the one that can be computed by means of the state estimate. From the above expression, the minimizer can be analytically computed or in case of control constraints, a quadratic program can be used to solve for the constrained minimizer [11] . In both cases, the minimizer is an affine functional of the state-estimate. For the unconstrained case, it is given by
The control dependent terms V δut can then be written in terms of the optimal control as:
The negative coefficients in the terms of V δu * t are the benefit of control at reducing the cost. It should be noted, that even setting measurement noise to zero does not give a control law equivalent to what was found in [1] . It should be clear from Eq. (21) that mathematically they are not the same. But intuitively, this control law minimizes the cost of uncertainty due to process and measurement noise. Given that there is no measurement noise, there is more control authority for reducing cost due to process noise. Writing these terms back into the RHS of the HJB, we can drop the minimization and verify that the quadratic Ansatz for the value function remains quadratic and is therefore valid. This is not the case, if we explicitly considered multiplicative uncertainty. Finally, matching terms in LHS and RHS of the HJB eq., we can write the backward pass recursion eqs. as
The integration runs backward in time with S x t = Q f , Sx t = 0, S xx t = 0, s x t = q f , sx t = 0 and s t = q f . Remark The effects of process and measurement noise appear in pairs, this is due to the fact that we assumed their Brownian motions to be uncorrelated (seeg(t) Eq. (14)). However, their combined effect is not just as having higher process noise. Estimation couples their effects (Eq. (15)), and this can be seen in the recursion eqs., where we do not only have costs for the state and its estimate S x t and Sx t , but also the coupling cost S xx t ; whose products with the covariances of process noise and estimation error determine how process noise and measurement uncertainty affect the value function and therefore the control law. As will be seen in the experimental section, the higher the process noise, the higher the feedback gains; while the opposite holds for measurement noise.
B. Discrete time
We will now briefly derive a discrete-time version of the algorithm, more amenable for computational implementation and control, but which remains similar in spirit to the continuous time version. Note that we skip all the details that can easily be recovered from the continuous case discussion.
The algorithm begins with a nominal control u n k and state sequence x n k . Next, we discretize and linearize the dynamics and quadratize the cost along u 
given by:
The quadratic approximation of the performance index J is:
where q k = q t ∆t, q k = q t ∆t, r k = r t ∆t, Q k = Q t ∆t, P k = P t ∆t and R k = R t ∆t. The dynamics of the composed control and estimation problems, is similar to Eq. (14).
1) Estimator design:
We use an EKF, that minimizes the expected outer-product of the error dynamics. The optimal estimation gains that minimize
are given by
They are updated at each iteration in a forward pass along the nominal trajectories, and are then fixed for the backward pass,
2) Controller design: The locally-optimal control law is affine, of the form δu k = l k + L k δx k . The Ansatz for the value function is still quadratic and the recursion eq. is
The subscript σ is to remind us that, although this eq. is similar to the usual Bellman eq., noise propagation is different. Here, besides the usual diffusion cost (noise effects on the mean), the cost of uncertainty given by the HJB Eq. (6) in the σ-dependent term is included. Using the linear dynamics of the enlarged system, the quadratic cost Eqs. (26)-(27), and the quadratic Ansatz, it is easy, but long to write the Bellman eq., which is why we omit it here. It is worth pointing out, that the gradients of the Ansatz for evaluating how noise propagates, should not be evaluated at δx k , but at δx k+1 . This allows to capture noise effects in the control terms, and derive a risksensitive control law. The control law has the form
The control dependent terms, as a function of the minimizer, take the same form as in Eq. (22), but in discrete time. Finally, by reinserting the terms V δu k in the RHS of the Bellman eq., and grouping together terms with similar coefficients of δx k and δx k , we get the following set of backward recursion eqs.
where the recursion runs backward in time from S -Update control law with line search parameter α, π(t, x) = u n (t) + αl(t) + L(t)(x(t) − x n (t)) until convergence or a termination condition is satisfied Algorithm 1 summarizes the procedure to compute locallyoptimal feedback control policies sensitive to process and measurement noise. Here, we mention two implementation details for the discrete-time case, that we use, as presented in [10] . First of all, when computing the optimal control in Eq. (30), H k needs to be inverted. When it is positivedefinite, the unique minimizer can be readily found. If it is not, there exist control directions which would allow to make the cost arbitrarily small. This is obviously not true for the nonlinear system, it appears because of the approximations (compare for example H k with H t ). To control this, we use a regularization term λI that makes the sum H k + λI positivedefinite. In our case, this brings an additional advantage, when the sensitivity parameter takes a huge negative value, this can also make the matrix H k be negative-definite and the feedback gains too loose. By including the regularization term, this does not happen anymore. This is in contrast with [1] , where H t cannot capture noise effects. An outer-loop regulates λ, similar to [10] . The second detail, is that when propagating the dynamics with the updated control sequence, the new state trajectory might diverge. By adding a line search with parameter α ∈ [0, 1], a control sequence that generates a reduction in the cost can still be found and progress in the optimization can be made. We analyze the problem of a 2-DOF manipulator as shown in Fig. 1 . It allows us to show in a simple setting the main properties of the algorithm. The equations of motion are
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Uncertain∆
The vector q = [q 1 , q 2 ] T contains the joints angular position. M(q) is the inertia matrix, C(q,q) the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, J(q) is the end-effector Jacobian, F ∈ R 2 the external forces and τ ∈ R 2 the input torques. The system dynamics can be easily written in the form
where we include additive process uncertainty dω and denote the state as x = [q T ,q T ] T , and the measurement model is
where γ is Gaussian noise with variance Γ. 
(a) Effects of process noise 
A. Experiment 1: Process Noise vs. Measurement Uncertainty
We compare the effect of process and measurement noise in the control law in a motion task between two points with two way-points. Task performance is measured by
where x, x i , x t f ∈ R 4 are the current, viapoints and final desired end-effector positions respectively. c u , c i , c t f are cost weights. The nonlinear cost log(cosh(·)) is a soft absolute value to demonstrate that general nonlinear costs can be used.
We first evaluate the effects of increasing process noise under no measurement uncertainty. In Fig. 2a feedback gains for the motion task under several noise intensities are shown. In general, they are higher for regulating behavior at the viapoints and goal position. As process noise increases, the cost of uncertainty does too, because we might miss the viapoints or the goal due to disturbances. This can be seen in sample trajectories (Fig. 2a) , where the variance of the trajectories due to noise has increased. In this case, the tradeoff between cost of uncertainty and control-effort involves feedback gains proportional to the process noise, the higher the process noise, the higher the feedback gains.
In a second set of simulation, we test the effect of increasing measurement uncertainty under no process noise. In Fig. 2b , feedback gains and sample trajectories for different values of measurement noise are shown. Feedback gains are also higher close to viapoints and goal position, and sample trajectories are similar to the ones with process noise. The Feedback Gains big difference is that the optimal control solution for this case is to trust feedback proportionally to the information content of the measurements, namely, the higher the measurement uncertainty, the lower the feedback gains. Fig. 2b shows how under low measurement noise, feedback control using high gains is possible and optimal. But under high measurement noise, a low impedance control law is better. We note that during the evaluation of the controller online estimation is used as it achieves better performance than using the precomputed sequence of estimation gains. In these experiments, we kept the risk sensitive parameter constant as it is not the focus of this paper (see for example [1] ). However, the effects of process and measurement noise are qualitatively similar for all allowed values of σ (data not shown). 
B. Experiment 2: Establishing a contact with the environment
In this experiment, the robot needs to pass through a viapoint and then make contact with a wall at an uncertain location (∆ Ψ ), as shown in Fig. 1 . While still simple to be carefully analyzed, the experiment addresses the role of measurement uncertainty when interacting with an uncertain environment, which is important for manipulation and locomotion tasks. Performance is measured by
F des ∈ R 2 is the desired force, Φ(q) the distance to the contact, c cnt , c via , c u are cost weights. This cost rewards low torques, passing a via-point x via at time t via , making contact Φ(q) = 0 and exerting a desired force from t cnt0 to t cnt f (shown as shaded areas in Figs. 3-4) . The external force F is modeled as a stiff spring and is part of the dynamic model such that its effect is known to the optimizer. Fig. 3 shows feedback and estimation gains for two measurement noise values γ that encodes uncertainty in the state, out of which distance to contact is computed. Feedback gains show two peaks around 1 and 2.2s, when passing the viapoint and when contact happens. Feedback gains for γ = 0.03 are higher than for γ = 0.3, where control is more cautious. Estimation gains show a similar behavior, they are higher for low measurement noise. Interestingly, passing the viapoint does not affect them but when the contact is expected, they are higher because contact provides location information. Fig. 4 shows force profiles of contact interaction with the wall (γ = 0.3). Here we also show the force profiles with a control law using process noise (ω = 0.2) but low measurement noise (γ = 0.003). We see that with the controller using measurement uncertainty when contact happens before it was expected (∆ Φ = 1.5 or ∆ Φ = 3.0 cm), forces are higher, but the interaction is not as aggressive as it would be with higher feedback gains. In the case of process noise, since the feedback gains are higher we see much higher contact forces (blue lines) and even a loss of contact (right graph in Fig. 4) .
These results illustrate a potentially useful behavior: policies sensitive to measurement uncertainty lead to low impedance behavior in face of too high uncertainty. In a receding horizon setting, the impedance behavior would then be adapted as the robot gains more information about the state of the environment (e.g. after making a contact). The execution does not exploit sensed contact forces, which could improve further the dynamic interaction, however it is able to find a feedback control policy that can safely interact with the environment, despite uncertainty in the position of the wall.
VI. DISCUSSION
In our experiment, we have been shown that process noise is fundamentally different from measurement noise. While the first one is a dynamics disturbance that requires high feedback gain control; the second one represents uncertainty in information about the state, and can use high feedback gains only under highly-informative measurements.
The fundamental difference between process and measurement noise effects on the control law comes from the cost they penalize. Cost of uncertainty due to process noise increases with terms of the form C t Ω t C T t . If there is no control action, the process noise increases the cost. Therefore, regulation with high gains is optimal. For measurement noise, cost increases with terms K t D t Γ t D T t K T t and estimation gains are inversely proportional to measurement noise. Therefore, not making use of rich-information measurements has a cost and requires high feedback gains. For poor-information measurements, we incur very low cost and control with lower gains is optimal. This behavior can be exploited in robotic tasks with dynamic interactions. For example when making a contact, behaving compliant under poor contact-information is robust. Once the contact is established and position certainty is higher, feedback gains would then be increased. In a receding horizon setup, gain in information about the current state of the world after contact would allow to online adapt the feedback policy.
From a computational point of view, the algorithm should scale to more complex systems. We can approximate the complexity of a call to the dynamics with its heaviest computation (factorization and back-substitution of M (q)) as roughly O(n 3 ), n being the number of states. The most expensive computation is that of first derivatives O(N n 4 ), N being the number of timesteps in the horizon. This is in the same order of complexity as other iterative approaches that show very good performance on more complicated robotic tasks [10, 11] , but however did not exploit measurement uncertainty for control.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented an iterative algorithm for finding locallyoptimal feedback controllers for nonlinear systems with additive measurement uncertainty. In particular we showed that measurement uncertainty leads to very different behaviors than process noise and it can be exploited to create low impedance behaviors in uncertain environments (e.g. during contact interaction). This opens the possibility for planning and controlling contact interactions robustly based on controllers sensitive to measurement noise. In a receding horizon setting, it could be possible to regulate impedance in a meaningful way depending on the current uncertainty about the environment.
